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Abstract

We describe an approach to automatically reasoning about the functional correctness of
pointer programs, in particular programs that involve iteration and recursion. Building upon
separation logic, our approach has been implemented as a tightly integrated tool-chain – where
a novel combination of proof planning and invariant generation lies at its core. Starting from
shape analysis, performed by the Smallfoot static analyzer, we use a proof plan called mutation
to combine shape and functional aspects of the verification task. By focusing on both iterative
and recursive code, we have had to address two related invariant generation tasks, i.e. loop
and frame invariants. We deal with both tasks uniformly using an automatic technique called
term synthesis, in combination with the IsaPlanner/Isabelle theorem prover. In addition,
where verification fails, we attempt to overcome failure by automatically generating missing
preconditions. We present in detail our experimental results. Our approach has been evaluated
on a range of examples, drawn in part from a functional extension to the Smallfoot corpus.

1 Introduction

Pointers are a powerful and widely used programming mechanism. Developing and maintaining
correct pointer programs is notoriously hard. It is therefore highly desirable to be able to routinely
reason about the correctness of pointer programs. The stumbling block to achieving such a goal
has been the lack of scalable methods of reasoning. Separation logic [15, 16] holds the promise
of providing the logical foundation for building scalable methods. Here we present automated
reasoning techniques which support the verification of functional properties of pointer programs
formalized in separation logic – both iterative and recursive. In order to highlight the verification
challenges our work addresses, consider the two following versions of in-place reversal of an acyclic
singly linked list:

The research reported in this paper is supported by EPSRC grants EP/F037597 and EP/E005713. Thanks
go to Bob Atkey for his help and support with the Verification Condition Generation, Lucas Dixon for help with
IsaPlanner, and Alan Bundy, Andrew Cook and Maria Teresa Llano for their feedback and encouragement with
this work.
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{∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a}
o = null;

while not(i = null) do

t = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

o = i;

i = t

od

{∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b)}

{∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ (o 7→ ) ∧ a0 = a}
list reverse(s; i, o) =

if not(i = null) then

k = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

list reverse(k, i)

else

s = o

{∃b. data lseg(b, s, o) ∗ (o 7→ ) ∧ a0 = rev(b)}
Note that the program variables i and o, within the iterative version on the left, point to the
initial and reversed linked lists respectively. In the recursive version on the right, i points to the
initial list, and s points to the final list. Note also that we use i->tl to de-reference the next
pointer field of i, while i->hd de-references the data field.

At the specification level, we use the predicate data lseg(X, Y, Z) to denote an acyclic singly
linked list, where X is the content of a list, i.e. a sequence of data elements, while Y and Z
delimit the actual linked list structure. Moreover, we use rev to denote sequence reversal – we
delay the formal definition of such notations until later (see §3).

Automating the verification of such programs is challenging. As well as guidance for proof
search, auxiliary assertions need to be automatically generated. In the case of the iterative code
above, a loop invariant is required which needs to specify two disjoint lists, i.e. the list pointed
to by i, representing the segment that remains to be reversed, and the list pointed to by j,
representing the segment that has been reversed so far. In separation logic, such an invariant can
be represented as follows:

(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a)) (1)

where app denotes sequence concatenation. The disjointness property mentioned above is specified
using the ∗ operator, which will be described in more detail in §2.

An analogous assertion generation challenge arises when reasoning about recursion, i.e. a
frame invariant is required which describes the parts of the heap that are not changed by a
recursive call. In the case of list reverse above, the frame invariant takes the form:

(o 7→ ) ∗ ∃ah, atl. a0 = [ah|atl] . . . (2)

Note that the 7→ operator denotes the points-to relation, i.e. o points to a part of heap, separated
using the disjoint ∗ operator, from data lseg(a, i, null). The simple extra annotation (o 7→ )
ensures that the heap described by data lseg(a, i, null) is not reachable by o, thus eliminating
complicated reachability conditions as described in [16].

Our work directly addresses the challenges outlined above. We present techniques which
automate, i) proof search, and ii) auxiliary assertion generation. As noted above, our techniques
have been developed within the context of separation logic. We also build upon the Smallfoot
static analysis tool and the IsaPlanner proof planner. Smallfoot supports shape analysis within
the context of separation logic while IsaPlanner provides proof planning support for the Isabelle,
which we use to support functional reasoning.

The paper is structured as follows. Background on separation logic is provided in §2. In
§3, we describe the proof strategy that underpins our approach along with our loop invariant
and precondition generation mechanisms. The overall tool chain which implements our approach
is described in §4, while §5 describes our realisation of our proof strategy via a light-weight
proof planning mechanism. Our experimental results is shown in §6; related and future work are
discussed in §8; and we conclude in §9.
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2 Separation Logic

Separation logic was developed as an extension to Hoare logic with the aim of simplifying pointer
program proofs. A key feature of the logic is that it focuses the reasoning effort on only those
parts of the heap that are relevant to a program – so called local reasoning. Here we give a brief
introduction to separation logic, for a full account see [16].

Separation logic extends predicate calculus with new forms of assertions for describing the
heap:

• empty heap: the assertion emp holds for a heap that contains no cells.

• singleton heap: the assertion X 7→ E holds for a heap that contains a single cell, i.e. X
denotes the address of a cell with contents E.

• separating conjunction: the assertion P ∗Q holds for a heap if the heap can be divided into
two disjoint heaps H1 and H2, where P holds for H1 and Q holds for H2 simultaneously.

• separating implication: the assertion P −∗Q holds for a heap H1, if whenever H1 is extended
with a disjoint heap H2, for which P holds, then Q holds for the extended heap.

Typically one wants to assert that a pointer variable, say X, points to E within a larger group of
heap cells. This can be represented by (X ↪→ E), which is an abbreviation for (true ∗ (X 7→ E)).
– which asserts that the heap can be divided into two parts: A singleton heap, for which (X 7→ E)
holds; and the rest of the current heap, for which true holds. Note that true holds for any heap.
In what follows we will focus on pointers that reference a pair of adjacent heap cells. So we will
use (X 7→ E1, E2) as an abbreviation for (X 7→ E1) ∗ (X + 1 7→ E2). This pair notation can be
generalised to any product type, and to records which can be seen as labelled product types. In

particular, we will sometimes use (X
data7→ E1) ∗ (X

next7→ E2) for (X 7→ E1) ∗ (X + 1 7→ E2) for
linked lists.

Central to the logic is the frame rule:

{P}C{Q}
{R ∗ P}C{R ∗Q}

Note that the frame rule imposes a side condition, i.e. no variable occurring free in R is modified
by C – where R denotes the frame invariant mentioned earlier. It is the frame rule that supports
local reasoning. Within the context of goal directed proof, it allows us to focus on the correctness
of C within a tight specification, expressed by assertions P and Q. An important role for the
frame rule is in reasoning about recursively defined procedures.

We will also make significant use of the following rule which expresses the relationship between
separating conjunction and separating implication:

P ∗Q ` R
Q ` P −∗R

(3)

3 Proof Strategy and Assertion Synthesis

At the level of functional verification, we describe our proof strategy and its application first
to non-loop based code before moving onto loop based code. Finally, we describe how we au-
tomate the synthesis of assertions, both loop invariants, frame rule instantiations and missing
preconditions.
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The picture above corresponds to data lseg(a, i, o), where i and o delimit the singly
linked-list representing a, i.e. the sequence [a1, a2, . . . , an].

Figure 1: An acyclic singly linked-list

Our approach has been tested on programs that manipulate acyclic singly-linked lists. How-
ever, we describe in §8 how it can be extended to arbitrary recursively defined linked list data
structures, such as trees. Returning to the examples introduced in §1, we now formally define the
data lseg predicate:

data lseg([], Y, Z) ↔ emp ∧ Y = Z (4)

data lseg([W |X], Y, Z) ↔ (∃p. (Y 7→W,p) ∗ data lseg(X, p, Z)) (5)

Note that the first argument denotes a sequence, where sequences are represented using the Prolog
list notation. The second and third arguments delimit the corresponding linked-list structure.
Note also that the definition excludes cycles. The data lseg predicate is illustrated in Fig 1.

3.1 Verification of Non-Loop Based Programs

Consider the following specification:

{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}
j = i->tl;

i->tl = null;

{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}

The precondition states that when applied to a singly linked-list of length two, with content
[1, 2], then the code fragment splits the list into a pair of disjoint singleton lists, with contents 1
and 2 respectively. The specification is also shown pictorially in Fig 2.

While the code fragment is trivial, it provides enough structure in order to demonstrate
program verification within the context of separation logic. Using weakest precondition (WP)
analysis, intermediate assertions can be calculated for the code given above as follows:

{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}
{(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F1, null)−∗ (data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2],F4, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)}

j = i->tl;

{(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F2, null)−∗ (data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)))}
i->tl = null;
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{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}

j = i->tl;

i->tl = null;

{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}

The code specified above (right) splits a singly linked list of length two into a pair of
disjoint singleton lists. The specification is represented using pre- and postconditions.
The pre-heap, intermediate heap (between the two commands), and post-heap are
show pictorially above (left).

Figure 2: Specification and code for split-pair

{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}

Note that F1, F2, F3 and F4 denote meta-variables. Verification corresponds to proving that
the precondition implies the calculated WP, i.e.

data lseg([1, 2], i, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F1, null)−∗

(data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2],F4, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4) (6)

Proving such a verification condition (VC) gives rise to the following patterns of reasoning:

` (. . . R−∗Q . . .)
...

` (. . . R−∗ (S ∗Q′) . . .)
` . . . Q′ . . .

. . . P . . . ` S ∗Q
...

. . . R ∗ P ′ . . . ` S ∗Q
. . . P ′ . . . ` (R−∗ (S ∗Q))

. . . P ′ . . . ` Q
Note that both patterns contain a common core – the selection, attraction and cancellation of
heaplets R and S. Crucially R and S are unifiable, and occur on either side of the −∗ operator.
The pivotal cancellation step corresponds to an application of the following rewrite rule

(X −∗ (X ∗ Y ))⇒ Y (7)

Note that this pattern arises when reasoning about programs that mutate the heap, i.e. programs
that allocate or update heaplets. We have represented this pattern of reasoning as a proof strategy

We use ⇒ to denote the rewrite relation and → to denote logical implication.
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` (. . . R
−
−∗Q . . .)

...

` (. . . R
−
−∗ ( S

+
∗Q′) . . .)

` . . . Q′ . . .

goal mutation

. . . P . . . ` S
+
∗Q

...

. . . R
−
∗ P ′ . . . ` S

+
∗Q

. . . P ′ . . . ` ( R
−
−∗ ( S

+
∗Q))

. . . P ′ . . . ` Q

hypothesis mutation

Figure 3: General pattern of mutation

which we call mutation. As indicated above, the pattern may involve just the goal, but also a
given hypothesis. We introduce meta-level annotations in order to describe the mutation proof
strategy. Specifically, we will refer to a heaplet X that occurs on the left-hand side of a −∗ as an

anti-heaplet, and annotate it as X
−

, alternatively if X occurs on the right-hand side of a −∗ it

will be annotated as X
+

. Using these meta-level annotations, the general pattern of mutation
is illustrated in Fig 3.

As will be illustrated later, for a given verification, multiple applications of the mutation
strategy will be required in order to complete a proof. But first we will describe in more detail
mutation in terms of its lower level parts, i.e. heaplet analysis, attraction and cancellation.

3.1.1 Heaplet Analysis:

The process of identifying a heaplet R that cancels an anti-heaplet S may involve choice. In
the presentation that follows we give example healpets and anti-heaplets as pointer cells, but in
general a heaplet and anti-heaplet can be any structure existing within the heap. Below we list
the heuristics that we use in identifying such heaplets:

1. Explicit case: there exists a heaplet and anti-heaplet which unify, i.e.

(. . . ∗ (x 7→ y, z)
−
∗ . . .)−∗ (. . . ∗ (x′ 7→ y′, z′)

+
∗ . . .)

where x, y, z and x′, y′, z′ unify respectively.

2. Implicit case: there exists a heaplet but no explicit anti-heaplet which unifies, or vice
versus:

(a) Where an explicit anti-heaplet (x 7→ , y)
−

exists, a complementary heaplet intro-

duced by either unfolding the “head” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.

. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg( , x +, ) ∗ . . .)

. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ ( (x 7→ , T )
+
∗ data lseg( , T, )) ∗ . . .)

In order to simplify our description we exploit the fact that P ` Q and ` P −∗Q are equivalent (see rule (3)).
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or the “tail” of a data lseg predicate:

. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg( , , y +) ∗ . . .)

. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ (data lseg( , , T ) ∗ (T 7→ , y)
+

) ∗ . . .)

(b) Where an explicit heaplet (x 7→ , y)
+

exists, a complementary anti-heaplet is intro-

duced by either unfolding the “head” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.

(. . . (. . . ∗ data lseg( , x −, ) . . .)−∗ . . .)

(. . . (. . . ∗ ( (x 7→ , T )
−
∗ data lseg( , T, )) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)

or the “tail” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.

((. . . ∗ data lseg( , , y −) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)

((. . . ∗ (data lseg( , , T ) ∗ (T 7→ , y)
−

) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)

(c) In general, the required (anti-)heaplet may be embedded within a data lseg. In the
case of a heaplet, this involves unfolding in the presence of a meta-variable (Fi), while
in the case of an anti-heaplet unfolding will be in the presence of a skolem constant,
i.e. Xj . At the level of annotations, we use a dotted box to indicate the potential for

unfolding (anti-)heaplets, e.g. Xi
−

and Fj
+

.

3.1.2 Heaplet Attraction and Cancellation:

Once heaplet analysis is complete, rewriting is used to attract the selected heaplet and anti-heaplet
so as to enable a cancellation step:

((. . .) ∗ (x 7→ y, z)
−
∗ (. . .)) −∗ ((. . .) ∗ (x′ 7→ y′, z′)

+
∗ (. . .))

...
...

((. . .) ∗ (. . .) ∗ ( (x 7→ y, z)
−
−∗ ( (x′ 7→ y′, z′)

+
∗ ((. . .) ∗ (. . .))))

by (7)
((. . .) ∗ (. . .)) ∗ ((. . .) ∗ (. . .))

The rewriting that proceeds the cancellation step involves the application of rewrite rules which
are derived from basic properties of separation logic, e.g.

X ∗ Y ⇒ Y ∗X (8)

pure(Z)→ X ∗ (Y ∧ Z) ⇒ Y ∗ (X ∧ Z) (9)

pure(Z)→ (X ∧ Z) ∗ Y ⇒ X ∗ (Z ∧ Y ) (10)

(X ∗ Y ) ∗ Z ⇒ X ∗ (Y ∗ Z) (11)

where pure is a predicate which denotes that its argument has no shape content.
Mutation selects rewrite rules which reduce the term tree distance between a heaplet and

its anti-heaplet. There is no search in this process. To illustrate this consider the term tree

manipulation shown in Fig 4. The term S
+

is moved within the term a ∗ (b ∗ ( S
+
∧ c)) and

transformed into the term S
+
∗ ((c ∧ b) ∗ a), in order that rule (7) can apply.
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To illustrate an informal argument for termination of mutation, assume the position of a term
within a term tree is given by a list of branch indices, starting at 1. Application of commutativity
rules such as (8) reduces the number of occurrences of the index 2 within the position tree.
Application of associativity rules such as (9) reduces the length of the position tree. The process
terminates when the position tree [1] is reached, indicating that the desired term is at the top of
the tree.

a ∗ (b ∗ ( S
+
∧ c)) a ∗ (( S

+
∧ c) ∗ b) (( S

+
∧ c) ∗ b) ∗ a ( S

+
∗ (c ∧ b)) ∗ a S

+
∗ ((c ∧ b) ∗ a)

Figure 4: Moving the desired term to the top of the tree (position of term on top and formula at
bottom of each tree)

Now we return to the split-pair example, and an annotated version of (6):

data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)

−
−∗

(data lseg([1], i
+
, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)

+
(12)

The anti-heaplet on the left-hand side of the −∗ triggers the selection of a complementary heaplet
on the right-hand side of the −∗ . Selection requires unfolding, and as described above, the concrete

case, i.e. the list pointed to by i
+

, is preferred over the variables case, i.e. the list pointed to by

F4
+

. Unfolding using (5), (12) becomes:

data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)

−
−∗

(( (i 7→ 1,F5)
+
∗ data lseg([], F5

+
, null)) ∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null)) ∧

(i ↪→ F3,F4)
+

(13)

Using (11), the heaplet (i 7→ 1,F5)
+

is attracted towards the anti-heaplet to give:

data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)

−
−∗
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( (i 7→ 1,F5)
+
∗ (data lseg([], F5

+
, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null))) ∧

(i ↪→ F3,F4)
+

(14)

Cancellation is now possible via an application of (7), reducing the goal to:

data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ 1,F2)
+
∗ (data lseg([], null, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null)) ∧

(i ↪→ F3,F4)
+

(15)

Simplification using (4) finishes the first application of the mutation strategy, reducing (15) to:

data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ 1,F2)
+
∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)

+
(16)

Further progress requires a second application of the mutation strategy. This time selection of

an anti-heaplet is required in order to cancel (i 7→ 1,F2)
+

within (16). Using (5), the data lseg

predicate within (16) is unfolded to give:

(i 7→ 1,X1)
−
∗ data lseg([2], X1

−
, null) `

(i 7→ 1,F2)
+
∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)

+

Note that X1 denotes a skolem constant. Focusing firstly on the left-hand conjunct in the goal,
we use attraction to move the anti-heaplet from the hypothesis into the goal. This is achieved
using (3), giving:

data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) `

(i 7→ 1,X1)
−
−∗ ( (i 7→ 1,F2)

+
∗ data lseg([2], F4

+
, null)) (17)

Again using (7), cancellation is possible and we are left with

data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` data lseg([2], F4

+
, null) (18)

which by instantiation of F4 to be X1 simplifies to true. Returning to the right-hand conjunct of
(17), we are left to prove:

(i 7→ 1,X1)
−
∗ data lseg([2], X1

−
, null) ` (i ↪→ F3,X1)

+
(19)

Recalling that ↪→ is an abbreviation, (19) simplifies to give:

(i 7→ 1,X1)
−
∗ data lseg([2], X1

−
, null) ` (i 7→ F3,X1)

+
∗ true

which by further attraction, i.e.

data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` (i 7→ 1,X1)

−
−∗ ( (i 7→ F3,X1)

+
∗ true)

and cancellation instantiates F3 to be 1, leaving the residue:

data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` true

which is trivial, given that true holds for any heap.
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3.2 Verification of Loop-Based Code

Now we return to the iterative version of list reversal given in §1, and specifically we show that
the mutation strategy introduced above automates loop invariant proofs. Using invariant (1), the
verification of the loop body becomes:

{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, nil) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a)) ∧ ¬(i = null)}
t = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

o = i;

i = t

{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, nil) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a))}

and gives rise to the following annotated VC:

data lseg(Xa, i
−
, null) ∗ data lseg(Xb, o

−, null) ∧
a0 = app(rev(Xb),Xa)) ∧ ¬(i = null) `

(i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)

−
−∗

data lseg(Fa, F4
+
, null) ∗ data lseg(Fb, i

+
, null) ∧

(i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
∧ a0 = app(rev(Fb),Fa) (20)

Note that the existential variable a within the hypotheses is replaced by the skolem constant Xa

and in the goal it is replaced by the meta-variable Fa. We now give formal definitions of rev and
app:

rev([]) = []

rev([X|Y ]) = app(rev(Y ), [X])

app([], Z) = Z

app([X|Y ], Z) = [X|app(Y,Z)]

Proving (20) requires three applications of the mutation strategy. Here we only sketch the high-
level pattern. The first application focuses on the goal:

. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
−
−∗ . . . ∗ data lseg(Fb, i

+
, null)) ∧ . . .

. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
−
−∗ . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ Fbhd ,F6)

+
∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null)) ∧ . . .

. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
−
−∗ ( (i 7→ Fbhd ,F6)

+
∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null)))) ∧ . . .

. . . ` . . . ∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null)) ∧ . . .

The second application of applies to both the hypotheses and goal, focusing on the left conjunct
within the goal, we obtain the following high-level pattern:

. . . data lseg(Xa, i
−
, null) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F1,F2)

+
∗ . . .)

. . . ( (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
∗ data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null)) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F1,F2)

+
∗ . . .)

. . . ∗ data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
−∗

( (i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ . . .))

. . . ∗ data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null) ∗ . . . ` (. . .)
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where F1 and F2 are instantiated to be Xahd and X1 respectively. Turning to the right conjunct
we require a third application of mutation:

(i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
∗ . . . ` (i ↪→ F3,F4)

+
∧ . . .

(i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F3,F4)

+
∗ true) ∧ . . .

. . . ` (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
−∗ (( (i 7→ F3,F4)

+
∗ true) ∧ . . .)

. . . ` (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
−
−∗ ( (i 7→ F3,F4)

+
∗ (true ∧ . . .))

. . . ` true ∧ . . .

where F3 and F4 are instantiated to be Xahd and X1 respectively. We are left to verify the
functional residue:

. . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb), [Xahd |Xatl ]) ` . . . ∧ a0 = app(rev([Fbhd |Fbtl ]),Fa)

. . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb), [Xahd |Xatl ]) ` . . . ∧ a0 = app(app(rev(Fbtl), [Fbhd ]),Fa)

. . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb), [Xahd |Xatl ]) ` . . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Fbtl), app([Fbhd ],Fa))

. . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb), [Xahd |Xatl ]) ` . . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Fbtl), [Fbhd |Fa])

where Fa, Fbhd and Fbtl are instantiated to be Xatl , Xahd and Xb respectively. As will be explained
later, we rely upon IsaPlanner to automate proof search for the functional residue.

3.3 Verification of Recursive Code

When verifying recursive code, we exploit the frame rule as described in §2. Specifically our
recursive procedure gives rise to a VC of the form:

P ` P ′ ∗ (Q′−∗Q′′)

Note that P denotes the original precondition, while P ′ is calculated via wp analysis applied
to the precondition at the recursive call, Q′ is the postcondition of the recursive call, and Q′′

is calculated via wp applied to the original postcondition. As noted in §1, the verification of a
recursive procedure requires the introduction of a frame invariant - R:

P ` P ′ ∗ (Q′−∗Q′ ∗R) (21)

Note that R describes the parts of the heap which are not modified by the recursive call. We
apply rule (7) to eliminate the Q′ and and leaving a proof residue of the form:

P ` P ′ ∗R

Within the context of functional correctness, discovering R is in general undecidable.
In our work we perform a frame analysis which utilises Smallfoot [2] to provide the shape

part of the frame invariant for recursive functions. Frame Analysis takes the information given
by smallfoot and uses the heaplet analysis as already outlined. We give an example of such an
analysis in the next section.

How we address this challenges of invariant generation, both of frame and loop invariants, is
the topic of the next section.
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3.4 Synthesis of Invariants

We use the same approach for discovering both loop and frame invariants. It involves a combi-
nation of shape analysis, synthesis and theorem proving. Specifically, we use Smallfoot as a basis
for generating schematic invariants. To illustrate, below we provide a refined version of the list
reversal specification given in §1:

{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a)}
o = null;

while not(i = null) do

{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ G[a0, b, a] ∧ ¬(i = null)}
t = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

o = i;

i = t

od

{(∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b))}

Note that a schematic loop invariant has been introduced, where G denotes a meta-predicate, a
place-holder for the functional part of the invariant. We use square brackets for the arguments to
distinguish between predicates and functions. A similar schematic frame invariant is generated
for the recursive version, again using Smallfoot to provide the shape part, i.e.

{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ (o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ a0 = a)}
list reverse(s; i, o) =

if not(i = null) then

k = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

{(o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ (∃ah, at. G[ah, at] ∗ data lseg(atl, k, null) ∧ atl = a0′)}
list reverse(s; k, i)

{(o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ (∃ah, at. G[ah, at] ∗ data lseg(btl, s, i) ∧ rev(btl) = a0′)}
else

s = o

{(∃b. data lseg(b, i, o) ∗ (o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ a0 = rev(b))}

Again, G is a place-holder for the functional part of the invariant.
The instantiation of the meta-predicates is achieved by a technique called term synthesis,

which is described in detail in §3.4. In the case of the iterative code, the following three VCs
provide synthesis constraints:

pre-loop:

(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a) `
(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, null, null) ∧ G[a0, b, a])
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loop:

(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧
G[a0, b, a] ∧ ¬(i = null)) `

(∃f1, f2, f3, f4, a, b. (i 7→ f1, f2) ∗ ((i 7→ f1, o)−∗
data lseg(a, f4, null) ∗ data lseg(b, i, null) ∧

(i ↪→ f3, f4) ∧ G[a0, b, a]))

post-loop:

(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧
G[a0, b, a] ∧ (i = null) `)

(∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b))

In the case of the recursive code, Smallfoot gives us the shape part of the frame invariant, using
which we perform a frame analysis as pre-processing step. In the case of recursive list reverse,
Smallfoot tells us the frame invariant o 7→, ot. This suggests expanding the list segment in the
post condition data lseg(b, i, o) by isolating the tail element. This leads to the following three
VCs providing synthesis constraints:

pre-call:

a0 = [a0h|a0tl] ` (∃ah, atl. G[a0, ah, atl])

call:

(∃ah, atl. G[a0, ah, atl]) ` (∃ah, atl.G[a0, ah, atl])

post-call:

(∃ah, atl.G[a0, ah, atl]) ∧ (∃b′.atl = rev(b′)) ` (∃b. a0 = rev(b) ∧ b = app(b′, [ah]))

The results of term synthesis are checked by theorem proving, i.e. IsaPlanner/Isabelle (see §5.2).
In this case our system generates

G[a0, ah, at] ≡ a0 = [ah|at]

to give a final frame invariant:

R ≡ (∃oh, ot, ah, at. (o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ a0 = [ah|at])

3.5 Synthesis of Missing Preconditions

In addition to the generation of invariants, our technique also provides automatic guidance when
a precondition strengthening is required in order to complete a verification. It should be noted
of course, unlike invariant generation, the programmer must ultimately decide whether or not an
automatically generated precondition is acceptable.

To illustrate how the technique works, consider the following refined version of the split-pair
example:
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{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a))}
j = i->tl;

i->tl = null;

{(∃b, c. data lseg(b, i, null) ∗ data lseg(c, j, null) ∧ α0 = app(b, c))}

Note that we have generalized the specification, and introduced an explicit functional compo-
nent. The mutation strategy applies as before, however, the proof attempt breaks down during
the application of mutation. That is, given the annotated VC,

data lseg(Xa, i
−
, null) `

(i 7→ F1,F2)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)

−
−∗

(data lseg(Fb, i
+
, null) ∗ data lseg(Fc, X4

+
, null)) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4) (22)

the mutation strategy selects the unfolding of data lseg(Fb, i
+
, null) using (5). However, this

unfolding step is only valid if we know that a points to a non-null list, which is unprovable within
the given context. This failure suggests ¬(i = null) as an additional precondition, i.e.

{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a) ∧ ¬(i = null))}
j = i->tl;

i->tl = null;

{(∃b, c. data lseg(b, i, null) ∗ data lseg(c, j, null) ∧ α0 = app(b, c))}

With the precondition strengthened, the mutation guided proof succeeds.

4 The Tool Chain

Fig. 5 shows the tool chain of our system. Boxes with grey labels are external programs, and
have not been developed as part of this paper. The CORE planner is at the heart of the system
and provides the focus for §5. The other non-external component is the pre-processer. This
component accepts an extended Smallfoot program, which we call smallfoot+ (sf + in the figure).
The pre-processer provides two levels of translation:

‖ − ‖ : smallfoot+ → bytecode
b − c : smallfoot+ → smallfoot

Both of these translations are to enable use of existing systems. Firstly, ‖− ‖ is used to translate
the input into bytecode similar to Java bytecode. This enables the use a verification condition
generator VCG which has been verified in the Coq theorem prover [1]. The generated VCs are
used by the CORE planner. The second translator b − c is used to filter the input into proper
Smallfoot syntax to enable Smallfoot’s frame invariant capability. Here, ‖ − ‖ is used again to
translate the resulting frame invariant into the bytecode notation used by the CORE planner.

The CORE planner produces functional VCs (FVCs), which are given to IsaPlanner [8] – which
contains significant automation to automate these types of VCs. It also generates a tactic, which
can be checked using a tactic based theorem prover which has an embedding of separation logic.
However, the last integration is currently not implemented. The system is implemented within
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Figure 5: The tool chain

the OCaml functional programming language, and this language is also used to represent proof
plans as discussed in §5.

Before detailing the pre-processer in §4.2. and the CORE planner in §5 we briefly discuss the
external tools used in §4.1.

4.1 Tool Background

Smallfoot Smallfoot is an automatic tool for lightweight (separation logic) shape properties. For
the concern of this paper, it can automatically find the shape part of frame invariants and
uses a similar notation to what we have used in this paper. We discuss the annotations
allowed further below. For more details, see [2].

The VCG The verification condition generator has previously been developed by Atkey and ver-
ified in the Coq theorem prover [1]. It accepts a Java-bytecode like language and computes
the weakest preconditions for each instruction, working backwards from the last instruction
in a method. For our work, Atkey has slightly extended the VCG in [1] to enable support
for functional properties, and allows placeholders (Skolem functions) for loop invariants.

IsaPlanner is a proof planning framework for the Isabelle theorem prover. It has been extensively
used to verify inductive properties of functional programs, and is therefore ideal for our
functional properties. For more information about IsaPlanner see [8].

(external) theorem prover The result of the CORE planner (and IsaPlanner) is a LCF style tactic.
In the spirit of proof planning, the CORE planner does not guarantee soundness. Instead,
soundness comes via a tactic based proof checker. Only proof checking (and no proof search)
is required, since the given tactic will guide the proof. This part is future work.

4.2 The pre-processor

Smallfoot+ The syntax and semantics of Smallfoot+ programs are identical to that of the Small-
foot language – the only deviation is a conservative extension of the specification language.
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Smallfoot supports shape properties such as: list(i), denoting that i is a list; lseg(j, k), de-
noting j is a list segment ending in k; singleton heap 7→ and empty heap emp; and separation
conjunction *.

Smallfoot+ extends the annotation language with functional properties. We also allow −∗,
although this is rarely used in the specification (but heavily used in proofs as we have seen).
The following BNF summarises the extension:

X := identifier
op := · · · | ∧ | ∨ | → | −∗
E := . . . | X(E1, · · · , En) | ?X(E1, · · · , En)
F := . . . | data lseg(E,F1, F2) | data list(E,F ) | F1 op F2 | ¬F

| ∃X. F | ∀X. F | X[E1, · · · , En] | ?X[E1, · · · , En]

Note that full predicate calculus is supported. The new structural properties, data list and
data lseg, extend list and lseg with an additional expression argument, which describes the
data of the structure. Formulas are extended with predicates, and expressions are extended
with functions, and different types of brackets are used to separate them. Meta-variables,
which can be instantiated during rewriting, are prefixed with ’?’.

b − c : smallfoot+ → smallfoot In order to use Smallfoot, the functional annotations described
above are filtered out, leaving pure shape annotations. The properties of b − c can be
summarised as follows:

• Non-program variables are prefixed by as required by Smallfoot.

• data list and data lseg omits the first argument, and become list and lseg;

• A ∗ or ∧ becomes ∗ if both sub-terms are non-empty after filtering. If only one sub-term
can be filtered then this is kept; if both sub-terms are empty, then this will become
empty;

• Equality and non-equality terms where both r.h.s. and l.h.s. are either reference
variables (see type inference below) or NULL are kept;

• any other predicate symbol and −∗ become empty;

• all pure shape terms remain.

To illustrate b − c, our running iterative list reversal example, annotated with loop invariant
and functional properties and written in Smallfoot+, is translated as follows:

b

list_reverse(o;i)[data_list(a0,i)]{

local t;

o = NULL;

while (i != NULL)

[Ex. a,b. data_list(a,i) *

data_list(b,o)

/\ a0 = app(rev(b),a)]

{

... }

} [data_list(rev(a0),o)]

c =

list_reverse(o;i)[list(i)]{

local t;

o = NULL;

while (i != NULL)

[list(i) * list(o)]

{

... }

} [list(o)]

Note that Smallfoot is merely used to provide the shape part of the frame invariant in the
CORE planner and we do not rely on the soundness of either the translation nor Smallfoot
itself. Soundness of our approach is discussed further in §8.
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Type inference. In the VCG the variable types must be given – which is not the case in
Smallfoot+. There are only two types in the bytecode: reference type ref; and integers
int. Thus, we have implemented a simple type inference algorithm. For example, from
E1 + E2 it can infer that both E1 and E2 are integers, while from data list(e, i) or i->tl,
variable i has to be a reference. There are cases where the type cannot be inferred. This is
mainly cases where lists are traversed, and the content is not manipulated are not manipu-
lated. Since lists of lists are not allowed, we assume that such variables are integers (due to
lack of type variables). In the list reversal example, both o and i are inferred to be of type
ref.

‖ − ‖ : smallfoot+ → bytecode In the compilation of Smallfoot+ programs into bytecode, vari-
ables are translated into registers. This mapping is required to translate the annotations
and the program code. The translation is similar to existing byte-compilers and is mainly
an engineering tasks required to enable use of the VCG. For example, with the mapping
{x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1}, ‖x := y + 1‖ becomes:

load 1

iconst 1

iadd

store 0

Translating annotations is also a fairly straightforward process since there is a direct map-
ping between the Smallfoot+ annotation language the bytecode. However, the variables are
replaced by references to the registers: the input variables are prefixed with arg where arg1

becomes the second input variable (e.g. i in the list reversal example); the stack variables
(in loop invariant during execution) are prefixed by l; whilst s0 is the result. For example,
the preconditions and postconditions of the list reversal procedure become:

forall a;

requires lseg(a,arg1,null);

ensures lseg(reverse(a),s0,null);

The only part of the translation which is not-straightforward, is due to the discrepancy
between Smallfoot and the VCG – both important elements of our tool-chain. In Smallfoot
many return values are (implicitly given) by declaring them as input/output variables for a
procedure. In the VCG only one return value is supported and the arguments are given by
value. This is achieved by returning a record when there are multiple return values. Let x

and y be the formal arguments (in the callee) of procedure f, and x’ and y’ be the actual
parameters (in the caller). The procedure can then be summarised as follows:

• (at the end of the procedure) the callee creates a new record with projections x and y

and adds the respective values to these fields;

• this record is then returned;

Note that while the variables are by-value, changes to the heap are still global.
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• the caller replaces the x’ and y’ with the values projected by x and y;

• the record is finally freed from the heap.

The preconditions and postconditions must also reflect this record. For example, let P (x, y)
be the post-condition of f. ‖P (x, y)‖ then becomes:

∃x1, x2. [s0
x7→ x1] ∗ [s0

y7→ x2] ∗ ‖P‖(x1, x2)

where [s0
x7→ x1] means that the projection of element x of record s0 is x1.

5 CORE Planner and Methods

This section describes the implementation of the main techniques involved in extracting functional
residue from verification conditions yielded from Smallfoot+ programs. We start by describing our
internal representation, and describe the planning machinery that is utilised, and go on to describe
how invariants are generated thanks to schematic goals generated by the mutation strategy.

5.1 Representation

Our internal representation for pointers is a refinement of the presentation shown in §3. We utilise
the labels/records representation of single pointer shown in §2, and square brackets as shown in
S4. In our representation, the pointer (i 7→ ah, it) as described before is represented in the system
as

[i
data7→ ah] ∗ [i

next7→ it]

The VCG uses Hoare-style rules which produce pointers with labels according to the field names
given in the program. For example in the line of code j = i− > tl the Hoare logic rule

{(∃x′. [X
next7→ x′]∗([Xnext7→ x′]−∗ P ))}X=E→tl{P}

is used, where E in this case is the variable i, and X is j. In order to simplify presentation, we do
not refer to the internal representation of arguments and local variables such as arg0 and l0 as
discussed in §4, instead showing the actual variables, e.g. i and j in the VCs.

5.2 Light Weight Proof Planning

We have implemented a light weight proof planner [4] in the CORE system, which allows us to
reason about the structure of proofs at an abstract level.

The motivation for using a planner is that general patterns of reasoning can be encapsulated,
and combined to make a plan for the proof. We call this plan a plan specification, and the
resulting complete plan a proof plan. This differs from using tactics in an automated theorem
prover because we are able to separate the notion of search and soundness.

The plan-specification is intended to describe the general structure of the proof, but small
modifications may be necessary in specific instances. Our planner incorporates a critics mecha-
nism, which allows the overall structure of the proof to be described in a general form, with some
allowance for modifications to be made during the proof.
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5.2.1 AND/OR Goal Tree

In order to represent and AND/OR choices, we introduce two structures in the system, i.e. goal
and goal tree:

goal This holds the following information:
Plan Return: This returns:

Success: This returns a tactic description.
Failure: This returns a failure description.
Done: The method no longer applies.

Meta information: Instantiation of existentials.
Score: The score associated with the instance of application of a method.
VC: A conjunction of Verification Conditions needing to be proved.

goal tree This holds the folloiwing information
Goal Status:

Open
Closed

Position
Goal
List of Child goal trees

Initially the goal tree is created by calculating a list, representing a conjunction, of the VCs for
the program in questionbeing verified. Hence, for the list-reversal example given in §1, the goal
tree is initiated as (Open,[],goal,[]), where goal is initally (Done,[],0,vcs) where vcs are initially
calculated as

∃x1.∃x2.data lseg(x1, i, null) ∗ (lseg(x2, o, null) ∧ a = app(rev(x2), x1))

(i = null→ data lseg(rev(a), o, null))∧
(i 6= null→ (∃x1. ([i

next7→ x1] ∗ ([i
next7→ x1]−∗([i next7→ ] ∗ ([i

next7→ o]−∗
(∃x2.∃x3. data lseg(x2, x1, null) ∗

(data lseg(x3, l1, null) ∧ a = app(rev(x3), x2)))))))))

and

data lseg(a, i, null)

∃x1.∃x2. (data lseg(x1, i, null) ∗ (data lseg(x2, null, null) ∧ a = app(rev(x2), x1)))

The goal tree is then developed using atomic and compound methods, as described below, where
each choice point in the search space is represented by the fourth element in the goal tree repre-
sentation – that is a list of possible next nodes. A plan-specification is a compound method which
is chosen to automate the proof of a set of VCs.

5.2.2 Atomic Methods

Atomic methods are used to directly manipulate the goal and hypotheses, and generate a list of
possible steps in the proof. Each of these steps can be attributed with a score in order to enable
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best-first search. As an example, consider mutation, as described in §3 which is an atomic method
of the system since it directly manipulates the goal.

One branch of the loop invariant verification, requires us to prove

i 6= null ∧ data lseg(X1, i, null) ∗ (data lseg(X2, o, null) ∧ Xa = app(rev(X2),X1))

[i
next7→ F1] ∗ ([i

next7→ F1]−∗([i
next7→ F4] ∗ ([i

next7→ o]−∗
(data lseg(F2,F1, null) ∗ ((data lseg(F3, i, null) ∧ (Xa = app(rev(F3),F2))))))))

As described in §3, the goal can be discharged by initially eliminating the −∗ elements in the

goal. In this case the precedent is [i
next7→ o], and the goal is rewritten via rule

(W 6= Z ∧D 6= [])→ data lseg(D,W,Z)⇒

(∃d1, d2, d3, x1, x2. (data lseg(d1,W, x1) ∗ ([x1
data7→ d2] ∗ ([x1

next7→ x2]∗
data lseg(d3, x2, Z)) ∧D = app(d1, [d2|d3])))) (23)

This general rule for decomposing a list segment has a condition attached which must be proved
as a separate goal. We use this conditional rewriting style to perform our proofs, which is an
alternative approach to introuducing case-splits in the proof.

Applying this rule to the post-cedent generates two possible mutations:

data lseg(F3, i, null) ⇒ ∃x1, x2. ([i
data7→ x1] ∗ ([i

next7→ o] ∗ data lseg(x2, o, null)))

data lseg(F2,F1, null) ⇒ ∃x1, x2. ([i
data7→ x1] ∗ ([i

next7→ o] ∗ data lseg(x2, o, null)))

These are listed here in order of preference, which corresponds to the weighting we want to give
a best-first planner. The implementation attributes a score to each option, which corresponds to
the most likely choice to achieve a proof.

Once the possibilities have been calculated, we populate the list of goal trees in the fourth
argument of the current goal tree.

5.2.3 Methodicals and Continuations

Methodicals are the means by which atomic methods can be “glued” together into a compound
method or plan-specification. The planner decomposes a compound method application, by
analysing the methodical, and calculates the first atomic method application, and the subsequent
continuation. For example, consider a compound method which repeatedly applies a simplifying
rewrite-rule until it no longer applies:

repeat_meth (apply_meth null_list_rewr)

where repeat meth is a methodical which continually applies a method until it no longer applies.
Since null list rewr is atomic, the continuation calculated is

then_meth

(apply_meth null_list_rewr)

(repeat_meth (apply_meth null_list_rewr))
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In this case the continuation is the same as the original method. The methodicals we use in the
system are:

apply meth This applies an atomic method

then meth This represents composition of two methods

repeat meth This repeats the application of a method until it no longer applies

if then else meth This applies one of two methods, according to the outcome of a boolean
function

to each meth This applies a method to each VC at the current goal node

rotate meth This moves on to the next VC at the current goal node

patch meth This attaches a critic to a method – an analysis of failure then suggests a patch.

5.2.4 Search Strategy

The planner has five main search strategies:

Depth First Search This evaluates the first child node at every choice point, until a failure
occurs and then backtracks to the evaluate the next open goal at the last choice point.

Heuristic Depth First Search This is the same as Depth First Search, with the exception that
the choices at each point are ordered by preference as with the scoring system of mutation.

Iterative Deepening This is the same as Heuristic Depth First Search but with a depth limit
where the planner forces backtracking at a certain depth limit. If a proof is not found, then
the depth limit is increased.

Breadth First Breadth first search evaluates all goal positions at the current depth, before
proceeding to evaluate any child nodes.

Best First Best first works by attributing values to each node, and evaluating which node to
expand first according to the combination of its depth in the search tree and its heuristic
score.

5.2.5 Plan Specifications and Proof plans

The planner executes plans by applying a compound method to the inital VC. This compound
method, as it is applied at the top of the goal tree is called a plan specification. The execution of
the plan-specification on the goal unfolds into a concrete proof plan. Associated with each node
in the proof plan is a list of tactic applications, which can be used to direct the proof in another
prover.

For example consider the compound method mentioned above to be our plan specification for
the top goal

(repeat_meth (apply_meth null_list_rewr))
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which, if applied three times at three positions, would produce the proof plan

(then_meth

(apply_meth null_list_rewr)

(then_meth

(apply_meth null_list_rewr)

(apply_meth null_list_rewr)))

and the goal tree would have a tactic associated at each node, where the positions of applications
of each rewrite rule would be recorded.

5.2.6 Goal Tree Manipulation and Critics

The primary reason for choosing a planning approach, is that we can express the structure and
reasoning patterns which are common to certain types of proof. Critics allow variations of an an-
ticipated general structure when modifications must be made, by applying patches to the failures.
In order to facilitate this sort of behaviour it is necessary to be able to manipulate the goal tree
in such a way as to modify goals in previous nodes, including possibly the initial node.

A typical example of a critic firing is when a missing precondition is detected. A goal is reached
which cannot be discharged, for example a condition that a variable be non-null, as illustrated in
§3.5. The planner then inserts this inequality into the original VCs as if it were written in the
precondition of the code in question, and the proof is reattempted.

5.2.7 Implementation of Heaplet Analysis

Our earlier explanation of heaplet analysis (§3), and the overall mutation strategy, did not fully
address the issue of choice. That is, which heaplets and anti-heaplets should cancel, and what
constitutes a heaplet and anti-heaplet. In general a healpet can be an arbitrary heap.

As described for pointer heaplets, heaplet analysis is implemented via a scoring mechanism,
and selects complementary heaplets which are more concretely similar – that is, require less
instantiation. Moreover, the overall mutation strategy is implemented in terms of a ”compound
mutation”, rather than a series of individual mutations.

In the case where the conclusion still contains −∗ symbols, mutation first seeks to eliminate
these. We have described where the precedent to the −∗ symbol is a pointer heaplet, but in general
this can be a more complicated heap. An example of a situation equivalent to this is when all
−∗ symbols are eliminated, and we must prove that the heap represented by the conclusion is
equivalent to that of the hypothesis. This involves a systematic analysis of both hypotheses and
conclusion in order to pairwise identify heaplets and anti-heaplets for cancellation. It should be
noted that mutation does not eliminate search, rather it reduces the number of unproductive
branches that are explored in the search space (see Results in §6).

5.3 Functional Residue and Synthesis

In the running example of list reverse, once mutation and simplification have terminated on all
goals, and all trivial goal have been discharged, we are left with a functional residue. In the case
of iterative list reversal, we need to prove the following goals in order to complete the proof.

` P (Xa,Xa, null) (24)
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P (Xa, cons(X3,X2),X1) ` P (Xa,X2, cons(X3,X1)) (25)

P (Xa, null,X1) ` X1 = rev(Xa (26)

If P is provided this becomes a verification task, to which IsaPlanner is applicable. If not, this is
an invariant generation task. The Term Synthesis machinery incorporated into the CORE system
partially instantiates arbitrary predicates that exist in the functionally extracted VCs. We use
a simple counter-example checker to test the validity of synthesised terms, so the first step is to
heuristically ascertain where equalities are likely to lie in the missing term structure.

5.3.1 Partial Predicate Instantiation

The first step to generating invariants is heuristically generating equalities from the predicates
inserted into the specifications. We observe positions of shared variables and insert metafunctions
into the goals. In this case we write

P (a, b, c) ≡ a = F(b, c)

Now substituting using introduced equalities in hypotheses we obtain three constraints:

F(cons(X3,X2),X1) = F(X2, cons(X3,X1))

X1 = rev(F(null,X1))

Xa = F(Xa, null)

5.3.2 Functional Synthesis

Our term synthesis algorithm works simply by generating terms of the correct type from a fixed
set of term symbols. The set of term symbols is determined at present by recursively finding the
functions on which existing functions depend. The system synthesises functions up to a certain
depth. For example, in our running example, we know from the precondition and postcondition
that we have the function rev, which is defined in terms of app, cons and null. We now have the
three theorems

F(cons(X3,X2),X1) = F(X2, cons(X3,X1))

X1 = rev(F(null,X1))

Xa = F(Xa, null)

We first use type inference to determine that both arguments must be lists. We now generate all
terms for F , using combinations of the function symbols rev, app, and null, where the final result
must not itself be a function. We omit cons here since one of its arguments is not a list, and we
have no non-list arguments with which to synthesise. This means that we generate functions up
to depth one, which are

λx, y.null, λx, y.rev(x), λx, y.app(x, null), · · ·

we then take these and construct functions to depth two:

λx, y.rev(app(x, x)), λx, y.app(y, (app(x, null)) λx, y.app(rev(y), x)

The validity of each generated function is tested with a counter example checker.
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5.3.3 Counter Example Checker

The counter example checker is used to quickly rule out generated terms once they are created.
This is done by populating variables with exemplars of their type. In the case of lists this can
be the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for example. If the synthesised function F were λx, y.app(rev(x), y) for
example, the constraint

Xa = F(Xa, null)

would rule it out, since with Xa = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] would produce the equality

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] = [5, 4, 3, 2, 1]

which is testably false. Examples which pass this test such as

F = λx, y.app(rev(y), x)

are then used to populate the theorems shown at the start of §5.3 and sent to IsaPlanner to be
attempted using the standard Isabelle list library.

5.3.4 Inserted Annotation

Once a provable instantiation of F has been found we can instantiate P to be

P ≡ λx, y, z.x = app(rev(z), x)

leading to a complete loop invariant which can be inserted into the code:

(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a)) (27)

6 Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experiments we have done in developing the CORE system. Our
evaluation methodology is to create a small development set of examples on which to build the
system and create a test set on which to test the generality of our methods and plans. All
programs are shown in appendices A and B.

The search strategy chosen is heuristic depth first. We choose this since we believe the mu-
tation strategy cuts down the search space enough to justify not using breadth first, where the
proofs would be considerably slower and larger.

6.1 Measurements

In what follows we use the following abbreviation for table headings and data:

PN Program Name.

PT Program Type (S: Straight Line Code; F: Includes Function Call;
R: Recursive; I: Iterative).

MA Mutation Application (H: Decomposition of a Linked List via the Head element;
M: Decomposition of a Linked List via a Middle element;
T: Decomposition of a Linked List via the Tail element).
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BP Number of Branch Points.

T/s Time in seconds.

SI Suggested Invariant.

PF Whether a proof was found in IsaPlanner.

6.2 Verification

In the case of verification, all programs are fully annotated and a proof of the validity of the
annotations is sought.

6.2.1 Development set

We constructed a set of programs, all correct and annotated correctly for the development set.
These were taken from the Smallfoot corpus, and some slightly modified versions of text book
programs. All of the proofs succeeded and were completed automatically. Table 1 shows the size
of each proof, and the number of branch points explored during proof search.

PN PT
MA

BP T/s
H M T

split list S 4 0 1
copylist R 4 4 0 5
list reverse I 4 0 6
list traverse I 4 4 0 3
list insert rec R 4 4 4 1 18
list length I 4 4 0 4
list append I 4 4 4 0 8
list remove R 4 4 4 0 6
push S 4 0 3
enqueue F 4 0 3
pop dequeue S 4 0 2

Table 1: Development set verification results using the CORE system. PN: Program Name, PT:
Program Type, MA: Mutation Applications (H: Head; M: Middle; T: Tail), BP: Number of
Branch Points, T/s:Time in seconds.

6.2.2 Test set

The test set we created is composed of more examples from Smallfoot and some other created
by hand. All specifications and code were complete and correct, including invariants. Results
are shown in Table 2Timings marked with a ∗ indicate that interaction was required in order to
complete the proof – this is explained further in §6.5. The timing in this case only refers to the
automatic parts of the proof.

All experiments were performed on a Toshiba TECRA A9 with 800MHz and 1GB RAM running Ubuntu 10.04.
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PN PT
MA

BP T/s
H M T

double list R 4 4 0 5
list copy I 4 4 1 18
list traverse R 4 4 0 4
list deallocate rec R 4 4 0 4
list deallocate I 4 4 0 5
list min R 4 4 0 22∗

list append rec R 4 4 4 0 12
list reverse rec R 4 4 0 8
list replace last R 4 4 0 7
list rotate IF 4 4 0 8
sortlist RF 4 4 4 1 38∗

circular F 4 4 0 8

Table 2: Test set verification results using the CORE system. PN: Program Name, PT: Program
Type, MA: Mutation Applications (H: Head; M: Middle; T: Tail), BP: Number of Branch
Points, T/s:Time in seconds.

6.3 Synthesis

In this section we follow the same methodology as that for verification, and create a development
and test set. For synthesis the functional parts of the loop invariants and frame invariants were
left as unknown higher-order meta-variables and instantiated via the term-synthesis machinery
described in section §5.3.

6.3.1 Development Set

Table 3 records the invariants found by the CORE system. In the case of iterative code this was
the functional part of a loop invariant, and in the case of recursive code it was the functional part
of the frame invariant.

PN PT SI

copylist R λa, ah, atl.a = [ah|atl]
list reverse I λa, α, β.a = app(rev(β), α)
list traverse I λa, α, β.a = app(α, β)
list insert rec R λa, α, β.a = [ah|atl]
list length I λa, x, α, β.a = app(α, beta) ∧ x = length(alpha)
list append I λh, a, α, β.a = app(α, [h|β])
list remove R λa, α, β.a = app(α, β)

Table 3: Synthesis results for the development set. PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type (R:
Recursive; I: Iterative), SI: Suggested Invariant.

6.3.2 Test Set

Table 4 records the suggested invariant, and whether this was proveable in IsaPlanner. In the
case of sortlist, where the result is annotated with a †, we assume a correct proof and annotation
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of the program list min.

PN PT PF SI

double list R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list copy I 4 λa, d1, cd, d2. a = app(d1, cons(cd, d2))
list traverse R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list deallocate rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list deallocate I 4 true
list min R 7 (λa,m, atl. a = [m|atl] ∧m < min)∗

list append rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list reverse rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list replace last R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list rotate IF 7 λα, a, c. α = rotate(a, c)
sortlist RF 4 λa, atl, jh. jh = min(a) ∧ atl = delete(min(a), a) †

Table 4: Synthesis results for the test set.PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type (F: Includes
Function Call; R: Recursive; I: Iterative), PF: Proof Found in IsaPlanner, SI: Suggested Invari-
ant.

6.4 Corrected Specifications

When attempting to discharge trivial goals, a critic is attached which suggests missing precon-
ditions, or missing parts of an invariant. Table 5 shows the programs where this critic fired,
suggesting a missing part of an annotation.

6.5 Evaluation

We discuss the success of our approach by inspecting the results tables.

6.5.1 Limitations of Automation

Firstly we address the issues marked in the test-set results. The failures of the system to fully
automate proofs were for the examples:

list min The automatic proof failed on account of the fact that the recursive call is in two
branches of a conditional statement, leading to two different functional frame invariants.

PN PT IL Annotation Addition

split list S P i != NULL

list append I I m != x

list rotate IF I i != j

pop dequeue S P r != tf

Table 5: Programs where missing annotation was discovered. PN: Program Name, PT: Program
Type (S: Straight Line Code;F: Includes Function Call; I: Iterative), IL: Invariant Location (P:
Annotation missing in precondition; I: Annotation missing in loop invariant)
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The system generated λa,m, atl.a = ([m|atl] ∧ m < min) for one branch, but this was
incorrect for the other branch.

sortlist This proof failed only because it calls the procedure list min. Given a proof of
list min this can be proved automatically.

list rotate Automatic generation of the invariant here came up with one correct conjunct, but
did not generate the correct inequality c ≤ nn.

The reason for failure of the proofs was due to inadequate handling of classical implication
within the mechanism for calculating frame invariants. This is easily rectified by adjusting the
way in which schematic formulae are created in the system.

6.5.2 Mutation Strategy

We have noted which types of mutation apply and how many branch points appeared in the
proof. A branch point indicates that the best path calculated by mutation was not the one
which eventually led to a proof. Branching points are typically zero, inficating that the mutation
strategy performed very well. In the case where a wrong path was taken, the mutation strategy

terminated due to the discovery of an ill-formed term, such as x
next7→ x.

We see that mutation chose the wrong expansion in three proofs, and that in all proofs
expansion of a linked list segment from the the head was required. In many cases expansion via
the tail or from the middle was required. Mutation as a general technique worked well, but the
scoring could be refined so that no branch points appear.

7 Related Work

The work builds upon previous work as described in [11, 12, 13], and the motivation for developing
mutation analysis for separation logic came from ideas set out in [5]. Here we discuss the relevance
to other work. We already use some of this work in our work to help guide proof, and plan to use
others in the future.

7.1 The Smallfoot Family

Smallfoot [2], uses symbolic analysis to prove shape properties correct about pointer programs.
The results provided a set of benchmark programs, and established a standard for other programs
to follow in exploiting separation logic for verification of pointer programs.

SmallfootRG [18] extends the original Smallfoot work, by inferring some loop invariants. Space
Invader [7] extends the ideas of Smallfoot yet further by determining annotations for unannotated
programs.

7.2 The HIP System

Related to Smallfoot is the HIP system [14], which is also based upon separation logic. In
addition to shape, HIP verifies properties such as the length and height of data structures. More
recently, the developers of HIP have worked on verifying safety properties for recursive pointer
programs that have unknown calls [10]. Techniques from abduction are employed to generate
auxiliary specifications. This work was partly influenced by ideas on bi-abduction developed by
the Smallfoot team [6].
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7.3 HOLfoot

Tuerk’s work [17] formalises smallfoot in HOL [9], and extends it with data annotations. This
work provides many automatic proofs of the majority of the proofs from the original Smallfoot
examples, along with many others. Some examples are not fully automatic, and no invariant
generation is performed. A modified Hoare rule for loop invariants simplifies some of the proofs.
We envisage linking with this system in our work in order to verify our proofs in an object logic.

7.4 C Memory Model

In [3] automatic proofs of C programs are performed by including an SMT solver and a separation
logic prover. This work faithfully represents the C memory model and aims to be fully automatic.
This work automatically proves an example of queues, similar to that we use, as demonstrated by
the program circular in §B. Some functional aspects are proved here, but it is memory safety
that is the priority.

8 Discussion and Further Work

In this section we discuss some of the issues we have discovered when proving functional properties
about pointer programs using separation logic as an assertion language – and how we plan to
address this in the future.

8.1 Successes of Mutation

We have observed that the mutation strategy works well for programs involving linked lists, but
also we utilise it to mimic passing variables by reference in the byte code. In some Smallfoot+programs,
such as list remove in §A, two variables are passed in by reference. The way we solve this is
to create a record with the returned values, as described in §4 where [s0

x7→ x1] means that the
projection of element x of record s0 is x1. Since the labels to the pointers are variables, and not
labels specific to linked list manipulation, mutation automatically cancels relevant pointer cells
from this procedure, without introducing any extra search into the rest of the proof.

8.2 Interdependence of Functional and Shape

In Smallfoot no reference is made in the specifications to the functional aspects of the program.
In fact it is possible to use information from the functional parts of the specification to prove
properties about shape, and vice-versa. We give three examples where this interdependence
exhibits itself.

8.2.1 Inference of Inequalities

As an example consider the program double list shown in §B, where one verification condition
has goal

i 6= null ∧ data lseg(a, i, null)

· · · −∗(∀x1. · · · −∗ (data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(map(λx. double(x), a), x1, null))))

here we can deduce immediately that a 6= [] If we can prove that

a 6= []→ map(λx. double(x), a) 6= []

then we can also assert that x1 6= null which allows us to expand the conclusion.
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8.2.2 Use of Frame Inference

As mentioned, we rely on Smallfoot to provide frame invariants. In the case of

double list, this is i
next7→ it which directs us to expand the term data lseg(a, i, null) at the head.

This in turn creates existential quantifiers representing functional information, which contributes
to finding the functional part of a frame invariant.

Recall from §3 that the shape of goals in the context of recursion is

P ` P ′ ∗ (Q′−∗Q′′) (28)

where R is the frame invariant. Since we are given the shape part of R by Smallfoot, we can use
mutation analysis to analyse the goal

R ∗Q′ ` Q′′

in order to calculate how Q′′ should be expanded. This shows how information from Smallfoot
and our mutation analysis achieve proofs in a recursive setting.

8.2.3 Necessity of Function

In some examples the functional part of the specification is necessary to prove the goal valid. For
example, consider the program list remove shown in §A, whose precondition is

data lseg(a; l;null) ∧mem(x, a) ∧ l 6= null

In this case we add the l 6= null so that Smallfoot can prove the goal. In fact the functional part
mem(x, a) ensures that a is not null, and that the variable x will be found, so some code which
is written will never be executed but must be included in order to ensure Smallfoot will show the
code is valid.

8.3 Automated Theorem Proving

The CORE system creates a tactic, which is generated by applications of methods. As can
be seen from §C, application of the method mutation conc plan repeatedly applies an atomic
method called applicable lseg. This method is responsible for calculating the exact rewrites and
rewrite positions necessary in order to attract heaplets and anti-heaplets. The tactic generated
here indicates a series of precise applications of rewriting, which a rewrite-based theorem prover
could carry out. We are currently working on linking our generated tactics to a theorem prover
in which separation logic is embedded.

8.4 Precondition Generation

By exploiting our work on inserting meta-predicates, it is possible to generate valid preconditions
and postconditions. This is challenging work but would be beneficial in reducing the burden of
annotating programs by hand.

8.5 Inductive Data Structure Decomposition

In this paper we have shown how mutation can be applied to linked lists in order to extract
functional content. We believe that this procedure applies to other inductive data structures, and
have already investigated some examples of binary trees. A binary tree is a structure of the form:

data tree(t0, X) ↔ emp ∧X = null

data tree(t(H,D1, D2), X) ↔ (∃l, r. (X 7→ H, l, r) ∗ data tree(D1, l) ∗ data tree(D2, r)
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where the tree representation for the functional content is defined as

tree ::= | t0

| t(int, tree, tree)

Operations on trees within pointer programs introduce −∗ operators in the same way as already
introduced with list segments. For example consider the following program, which isolates the
left branch of a binary tree:

{data tree(t(1, t(2, t0, t0), t(3, t0, t0)), i)}
j = i->l;

i->l = null;

{data tree(t(2, t0, t0), j) ∗ data tree(t(1, t0, t(3, t0, t0)), i)}

This leads to the goal:

data tree(t(1, t(2, t0, t0), t(3, t0, t0)), i
−

) `

(i 7→ F1,F2,F3)
+
∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null,F3)

−
−∗

data tree(t(2, t0, t0), F5
+

) ∗ data tree(t(1, t(3, t0, t0), t0), i
+

)∧

(i ↪→ F4,F5,F6)
+

Notice here that mutation applies, and the same potential and ground matches for heaplets and
associated anti-heaplets.

At present the mutation strategy is defined for linked lists and binary trees, but a challenging
extension would be to extend mutation to a more abstract setting where any inductively defined
data structure where pointer decomposition takes place, would automatically be tackled by the
mutation strategy. This would involve modifying mutation to work on arbitrarily defined data
structures, and hence would require higher-order unification.

8.6 Soundness

The overall CORE system integrates many tools so soundness of the overall approach is therefore
a key issue. Due to recent improvement of automatic reasoners (like SMT solvers), the issue of
soundness when integrating reasoning engines has attracted much interest recently.

Our system uses a VCG which has been verified in Coq. Hence, we can trust that it is correct.
The bytecode translation ‖ − ‖ follows standard byte-code compilation, however this could be
strengthen by at least a semi-formal justification of correctness. In particular, this is the case for
the translation of annotations.

Smallfoot is incorporated in order to help discover frame invariants. However, no trust is given
to the result, thus we do not rely on its correctness. This does not mean that we do not believe
that Smallfoot is correct – however, it does mean that we do not need any formal guarantees of
the shape filter b − c.

As we have previously discussed, the proof plans can be verified by running the generated
tactic through an external theorem prover – and this is planned future work. Once completed,

E.g. see Workshop on Trusted Extensions of Interactive Theorem Provers, Cambridge, UK, August, 2010.
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~kaufmann/itp-trusted-extensions-aug-2010/
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our trusted kernel is then reduced to the kernel of this theorem prover, the Coq system and the
translator. For these reasons we argue that the abstract proof planning level provide a good
abstraction for such integration, since it does reduce the trustfulness of the system.

9 Conclusion

Building upon separation logic, we have developed a tightly integrated tool-chain for automating
the functional verification of pointer programs. We have specifically targeted iterative and recur-
sive code, providing automatic synthesis and verification of loop and frame invariants respectively.
Central to our contribution are, i) the mutation proof plan which guides proof search within sep-
aration logic, and ii) a term synthesis technique which provides a uniform basis for generating
loop and frame invariants. In addition, we have shown how proof-failure analysis can be used to
generate missing preconditions for a program specification. The tool-chain has been tested on a
wide range of examples and has delivered encouraging results.
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A Development Set

We show the programs we used to develop the
CORE system.

split_list(o;i) [data_list(a;i) /\ i != NULL] {

o = i->tl;

i->tl = NULL;

} [Ex a_h. Ex a_t. i |-> hd:a_h,tl:NULL

* data_list(a_t;o) /\ a = cons(a_h,a_t)]

copylist(j;i) [data_list(a;i)] {

local ih,it,jt;

jt = NULL;

if (i == NULL)

{

j = i;

}

else

{

ih = i->hd;

it = i->tl;

copylist(jt;it);

j = new();

j->hd = ih;

j->tl = jt;

}

} [data_list(a;i)*data_list(a;j)]

list_reverse(o;i) [data_list(a;i)] {

local t;

o = NULL;

while (i != NULL) [Ex alpha. Ex beta. data_list(alpha;i)

* data_list(beta;o) /\ a = app(rev(beta),alpha)] {

t = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

o = i;

i = t;

}

} [data_list(rev(a);o)]

list_traverse(x;) [data_list(a;x)] {

local t;

t = x;

while(t != NULL) [Ex alpha. Ex beta. data_lseg(alpha;x;t)

* data_list(beta;t) /\ a = app(alpha,beta)] {

t = t->tl;

}

} [data_list(a;x)]

list_insert_rec(l;x)

[Ex beta. x|-> hd:alpha,tl:beta * data_list(a;l)] {

local s, t, u;

if(l==NULL) {

x->tl = NULL;

l = x;

} else {

s = x->hd;

t = l->hd;

if(s>t) {

u = l->tl;

list_insert_rec(u;x);

l->tl = u;

} else {

x->tl = l;

l = x;

}

}

} [Ex b. data_list(b;l) /\ b = insert(alpha,a)]

list_length(x;l)[data_list(a;l)/\ x=0] {

local t;

t = l;

while (t != NULL) [Ex alpha. Ex beta. data_lseg(alpha;l;t)

* data_list(beta;t) /\ a = app(alpha,beta)

/\ x = length(alpha)]{

t = t->tl;

x = x+1;

}

} [data_list(a;l) /\ x = length(a)]

list_append(x;y) [data_list(a;x) * data_list(b;y)] {

local m,t;

if (x == NULL) {

x = y;

} else {

t = x;

m = t->tl;

while (m != NULL) [Ex alpha. Ex beta. Ex h.

data_lseg(alpha;x;t) * t |-> hd:h,tl:m

* data_list(beta;m) *data_list(b;y)

/\ m != x /\ app(alpha,cons(h,beta))=a] {

t = m;

m = t->tl;

}

t->tl = y;

}

} [Ex c. data_list(c;x) /\ c = app(a,b)]

list_remove(l,j;x)

[data_list(a;l) /\ mem(x,a)=tt() /\ l != NULL] {

local t,h;

j = NULL;

if(l!=NULL) {

h = l->hd;

t = l->tl;

if (h == x) {

j = l;

l = t;

j->tl = NULL;

} else {

if (t!=NULL)

{

list_remove(t,j;x);

l->tl = t;}

else

{

j=l;

j->hd = x;

l=t;

}

}

}

else

{l=l;}

} [Ex d.Ex b. data_list(b;l) * j |-> hd:d,tl:NULL

/\ b = delete_first(x,a) /\ d=x]

push(r) [ (r |-> hd:tfd,tl:tf) * data_lseg(d;tf;r)] {

local t, u;

t = new();

u = r->tl;

t->tl = u;

r->tl = t;

} [Ex b. Ex bd. (r|-> hd:bd,tl:b) *

(b |-> hd:tfd,tl:tf) * data_lseg(d;tf;r)]

enqueue(r;) [r|->hd:tfd,tl:tf * data_lseg(d;tf;r)] {

push(r);

r = r->tl;

} [Ex b. Ex bd. (r|->hd:bd,tl:tf) *

data_lseg(d;tf;b) * (b|->hd:tfd,tl:r)]

pop_dequeue(r) [ (r |-> hd:tfd,tl:tf) *

data_lseg(d;tf;r) /\ (r != tf) /\ d = cons(d1,d2)] {

local t, u;

t = r->tl;

u = t->tl;

r->tl = u;

dispose t;

} [Ex b. r|->hd:tfd,tl:b * data_lseg(d2;b;r)]

B Test Set

We show the test set – the programs which we
tested on the system having finished developing
the system.

double_list(j;i) [data_list(a;i)] {

local ih,it,jt;

jt = NULL;

if (i == NULL)

{

j = i;

}

else

{

ih = i->hd;

it = i->tl;

double_list(jt;it);

j = new();

j->hd = 2*ih;

j->tl = jt;
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}

} [data_list(a;i)*data_list(map(double(),a);j)]

list_copy(z;c) [data_list(a;c)] {

local x,y,w,dd;

if (c==NULL) {z=NULL;}

else {

z=new();

z->tl=NULL;

x = c->hd;

z->hd = x;

w=z;

y=c->tl;

while (y!=NULL)

[Ex d1. Ex cd. Ex d2.

data_lseg(app(d1,cons(cd,nil()));c;y)

* data_list(d2;y) * data_lseg(d1;z;w) *

w |-> hd:cd,tl:NULL /\

a=app(d1,cons(cd,d2))]{

dd=new();

dd->tl=NULL;

x=y->hd;

dd->hd=x;

w->tl=dd;

w=dd;

y=y->tl;

}

}

} [data_list(a;c) * data_list(a;z)]

lseg_traverse(x,y) [data_lseg(a;x;y)] {

local t;

t = x;

if(t == y)

{t=t;}

else

{

t = t->tl;

lseg_traverse(t,y);

}

} [data_lseg(a;x;y)]

list_deallocate_rec(x) [data_list(a;x)] {

local t;

if (x == NULL)

{t = NULL;}

else {

t = x;

x = x->tl;

dispose t;

list_deallocate_rec(x);

}

} [emp]

list_deallocate(x) [data_list(a;x)] {

local t;

while(x != NULL) [Ex alpha. data_list(alpha;x)] {

t = x;

x = x->tl;

dispose t;

}

} [emp]

list_min(min;x) [data_list(a;x)/\ (mem(min,a)=tt()

\/ a=nil())] {

local t,m;

if (x == NULL)

{min = min;}

else

{m = x->hd;

t = x->tl;

if (m < min)

{list_min(m;t);}

else

{list_min(min;t);}

}

} [data_list(a;x) /\ (min = min(a) \/ a = nil())]

list_append_rec(x;y) [data_list(a;x) * data_list(b;y)] {

local nn,t;

if (x==NULL)

{

x=y;

}

else

{ t=x;

nn=x->tl;

list_append_rec(nn;y);

x->tl=nn;

x=t;

}

}[Ex c.data_list(c;x) /\ c = app(a,b)]

list_reverse_rec(s;i,o) [data_list(a;i) * o |-> tl:x] {

local k;

if (i != NULL)

{

k = i->tl;

i->tl = o;

list_reverse_rec(s;k,i);

}

else

{s = o;}

} [data_lseg(rev(a);s;o) * o |-> tl:x]

list_replace_last(i;j,k) [data_lseg(a;i;j) * k |-> hd:d,tl:n]

{

local l;

if (i == j) {

i = k;

} else {

l=i->tl;

list_replace_last(l;j,k);

i->tl=l;

}

} [data_lseg(a;i;k) * k |-> hd:d,tl:n]

list_rotate(i;j,nn) [data_lseg(a;i;j) *

j |-> hd:d,tl: r /\ (i != j) /\ (nn >= 0)] {

local k, c;

c = 0;

while (c < nn) [Ex alpha. data_lseg(alpha;i;j) *

(j |-> hd:d,tl:r) /\ ((i != j) /\

(c <= nn) /\ (alpha = rotate(a,c)))]{

k = i->tl;

i->tl = j;

list_replace_last(k;j,i);

i = k;

c = c + 1;

}

} [data_lseg(rotate(a,nn);i;j) * (j |-> hd:d,tl:r)]

sortlist(i;) [data_list(a;i)]

{

local j,k;

j = NULL;

if (i != NULL)

{

k = i -> hd;

list_min(k;i);

list_remove(i,j;k);

sortlist(i;);

j->tl = i;

i = j;

}

} [data_list(sort(a);i)]

circular(r) [r|->hd:td,tl:tf *

data_lseg(a;tf;r) /\ a = cons(ah,at)] {

push(r);

pop_dequeue(r);

enqueue(r;);

pop_dequeue(r);

} [Ex a. Ex an. r|->hd:td,tl:a *

data_lseg(app(at,cons(an,nil()));a;r)]

C Methods and Plan Specifica-
tions

We show the main compound methods and plan
from the CORE system.

let triv_disch_plan =

(to_each_goal_meth

(repeat_meth

(then_meth

(then_meth

(apply_meth skolemise)

(patch_meth

(apply_meth triv_meth)

triv_crit))

prune_meth)))

let mutation_once_hyp_plan =

then_meth

(repeat_meth

(then_meth
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(apply_meth applicable_fert)

(apply_meth skolemise)))

(apply_meth apply_strong_fert)

let mutation_once_conc_plan =

then_meth

(repeat_meth

(then_meth

(apply_meth applicable_lseg)

(apply_meth skolemise)))

(apply_meth apply_conc_strong_fert)

let mutation_conc_plan =

repeat_meth

(then_meth

simplify_plan

mutation_once_conc_plan)

let mutation_hyp_plan =

repeat_meth

(then_meth

simplify_plan

(patch_meth

mutation_once_hyp_plan

null_rewr_crit))

let mutation_plan =

(then_meth

(then_meth

(apply_meth skolemise)

(repeat_meth

(patch_meth

(apply_meth triv_meth)

triv_crit)))

(if_then_else_meth

check_proved

identity

(then_meth

(simplify_plan)

(then_meth

(repeat_meth

(then_meth

simplify_plan

mutation_conc_plan))

(repeat_meth

(then_meth

simplify_plan

mutation_hyp_plan))))))

let auto_plan =

(then_meth

(then_meth

logic_plan

(then_meth

(apply_meth skolemise)

(apply_meth nil_judgement)))

(then_meth

(to_each_goal_meth mutation_plan)

isaplanner_gen_plan))
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